SNMT GOVT GIRLS COLLEGE JHUNJHUNU

Report of activities done under EBSB (feb 2020)

1. Name of club (Name of Institution)- SNMT GOVT GIRLS COLLEGE JHUNJHUNU

2. Email id- snmtggcjnjn39131@gmail.com

3. Name of club coordinator (Teacher) - ANITA JEPH

4. Mobile no. of club coordinator (Teacher) - 9636255123

5. Name of club coordinator (Student) - SAPANA SAIN

6. Mobile no. of club coordinator (Student) - 9928908172

7. Activity-1:

(a) Name of Activity-About geographical area of ASSAM

(b) Dat 03-02-2020

(c) Brief Description of Activity (in English)-PROGRAME WAS CONDUCTED UNDER ‘THE EK BHARAT SHRESTH BHARAT’ SHOWN GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OF ASSAM. 50 NSS VOLENTEER OF EBSB CLUB WAS PRESENT.

(d) Selected Photos (maximum 2 photos per activity)
Activity-2:

(a) Name of Activity- DISCUSSION ABOUT ASSAMESE CULTURE

(b) Date: 04-02-2020

(c) Brief Description of Activity (in English)- Discussion on the culture of Assam with NSS VOLENTIER.

(d) Selected Photos (maximum 2 photos per activity)

---

Activity- 3. ASSAMESE RIVER SHOWN

DATE-05-02-2020

IN THE PROGRAMME PRESENTATION DESCRIBED ABOUT BRAHMAPUTRA RIVER. BRAHMAPUTRA RIVER THE LARGEST AMONGST ALL THE RIVERS FLOWING THROUGH OR FLOWING IN ASSAM. NEAR SADIYA, RIVER SIANG (DIHANG), SIKANG (DIBONG) AND LOHIT MEETS TO FORM THE RIVER BRAHMAPUTRA. IN ASSAM THE BRAHMAPUTRA IS ALSO KNOWN AS LUIT.

---

Activity- 4
NAME- ESSAY COMPETITION

DATE- 06-02-2020

BRIEF DESCRIPTION- ORGANIZED ESSAY COMPETITION ON ASSAM STATE BY MRS ANITA JEPH, COORDINATOR OF NSS. IN WHICH MANY VOLUNTEERS WAS PARTICIPATED.